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Spin Superstructures on rho-supermanifold
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Abstract: When m=n=4 the body of the supertangent bundles T(Eρ) and of the ρ-supermanifoldT(E )
E modelled on the superspace Sm,n can be identified with the tangent bundle TM where M is a Lorentzian
manifold. In this paper we construct spin superstructures on the ρ-supermanifold E.

INTRODUCTION

Building on the pioneering efforts of Rogers[1] and of
Jadcyzk and Pilch[2], on generalized supermanifolds, i.e.,
G- supermanifolds endowed with both commuting and
anticommutingcoordinates, Hoyoset al[3-5] formulated the
theory of ρ-supermanifolds which are generalized
supermanifolds endowed with an operative, i.e., well-
behaved, body. Suppose S is a superspace and E is a C

manifoldmodelled on S. (Heuristically, this means that E
is obtained by taking the union of patches of S subject to
the operation of an equivalence relation between the
patches). (a) A G–atlas on E is a C–atlas {(Uα, Ψα)}
αΛon E such that Ψβα= ΨβΨα is Gfrom Ψα(UαUβ)
to Ψβ (UαUβ). (b) A G–structure on E is a maximal
G-atlas on E. (c) A G–supermanifold E is a Banach
C–manifoldendowed with a G–structure. In this paper
we shallbe working with the superspace Sm,n with m=n=4.
Let us note that a Z2-graded B-module V is said to be free
if it has a basis whose elements are homogeneous, i.e.,
whose elements belong to Br (r an integer modulo 2).
Hence,a free G–supermanifold is such that S is free. We
may also note that the r-saturation of U is =r-1(r(U)).
Then U is said to be G-connected (G-convex) if, for all
(x,θ) U, {(x,~ θ)} U is connected (convex), (note the
tilde on the (x, θ). Suppose E is a C–manifold modelled
on a superspace Sm,n, Eρa C–manifold modeled on Rm,
andρa C–map from E Eρ. (a) A ρ–atlas on the triple
(E, Eρ, ρ) is a pair of G–atlas {Uα,Ψα)} on E and a C

–atlas {(Uρα ,Ψρα)} on Eρsuch that (i) Ψα (Uα) is cG-
connected (i.e., both G-connected and connected), Uα=ρ-

1(Uρα), and (iii),Ψαρ.ρ= r.Ψα(where r, the body map on
Sm,n will be defined later) and (iii) a G-ρ-structure on
the triple (E, Eρ, ρ) is a maximal ρ-atlas. A ρ-
supermanifold is a triple (E,Eρ, ρ) with a G-ρ-structure
on the triple.

Superfiber bundles and spin superstructures: In their
exposition of the algebraic and Dirac-Hestenes spinor

fields, Mosna and Rogrigues Jr.[6] defined the Clifford
bundle Cl(M,g) in two ways. In one of these, with (M,g)
being a Lorentzian manifold, the corresponding Clifford
bundle is defined as a disjoint union for all x M of the
Clifford algebras Cl(T xM, gx), i.e.,

Cl(M,g) =xM Cl(TxM, gx)

where g sec T2,0M is the Lorentzian metric of signature
(1,3), gx is the restriction of g to x, and T2,0M is the
2-covariant tensor bundle. When Minkowski spacetime
R1,3 is extended to (x, θ) we now have spacetime
coordinates (xo ,x) and Grassmann-valued coordinates θ
with n=4 in the superspace Sm,n . In Ref 6 it was shown
that to each Dirac-Hestenes spinor field Ψsec Cl
(M) and to each spin frame sec (M) there
exists a well-definedΨ sec Cl(M,g). The G-sections
of T(E) and (E) are applicable to supersymmetry.
Mosna and Rodrigues, Jr. also defined a spin structure on
M. In this paper spin superstructures will be defined on
theρ-supermanifold E.

If M is a supervector bundle while Fc is the body of
its fiber F, then there exists an associated real vector
bundle Mc with base Eρ and fiber Fc such that the
transition functions are (Ψc)ij. Here t.R |v(π) : V(π) Fc or
alternatively c : F Fc where c is a k-body map of F =
V(π,σ) and k is the dim Fc. The body r = t.R for T(E) and

(E) where t is the projection on the first m(=4)
coordinates is the usual tangent bundle T(Eρ). Hence, if
the spacetime part of the superspace coordinate (x,θ)
(where {θa}, a=1,…,4 are the Grassmann-valued
coordinates) is chosen to be a Lorentzian manifold, we
can identify the body of T(E) and (E) with the tangent
bundle TM of Ref 6.

We now proceed to construct the spin superstructure
on the ρ-supermanifold E. A Lie supergroup G is a
ρ-supermanifold having a group structure such that for
a,b G the mapping (a,b)ab -1 is G. It then follows that
the body Gρof G is a Lie group, with the body map being
a group homomorphism ρ: GGρ. Let us consider the
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supervector bundle M(E,F,II). When the supergroup
is, say, the supergroup of N = 1 supersymmetry

has the body GL(Fρ) GL(Rm) (m=4). Among
the subgroups of GL(R4) or equivalently of GL(2,C) are
Spin which is isomorphic to () SL(2,C) and
SO which is isomorphic to the proper orthochronous
Lorentz group, P .

A spin superstructure on E has as one of its two
defining components the principal superfiber bundle

s : (E) E

being the spin superframe bundle. The second
component in the definition of the spin superstructure is
the map

S : (E) (E)

where (E) and have as bodies

(Eρ)  (M) and

(Eρ)  (M) respectively. (E) is
theprincipal superbundle of orthonormal Lorentz frames.
Both s and S satisfy

(i) (S(p)) = s(p)p  (E)

(with being the canonical projection of the principal
superfiber subbundle (E) and

(ii) S(pu) = S(p)Adu , p  (E), u 

On replacing , S and S with their bodies π, πs and
s respectively, in (i) and (ii) we obtain the definition of
the spin bundle in Ref 6.

A ρ-supermanifold whose body is an oriented
manifoldand which is endowed with a spin superstructure
can be called a spin supermanifold.
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